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Seesaw Hotspot

What’s the apps?

Seesaw is great for children of all ages! You can use Seesaw on
lots of different devices - ipads, tablets, chromebooks, laptops and
even kindle! Its use of multiple platforms makes it the best app to
use for any age level in class!
Check out this great example on how young students can use
Seesaw on chromebooks too! This has lots of ideas and even has
lots of links to examples and resources! A great resource bank!

Looking for a simple way to record quick and easy videos? Then
use Screencastify! An amazing tool that records your screen,
webcam or tab; with overlapping voice or annotation recording!
Simply add the extension to your chrome browser and use it to
make your recordings! The best thing about the videos are that
they are saved online to a google drive folder which makes it easy
to share your videos with others! Great tool for all educators!

Twitter find

How strong is your mental strength? I must say this is
something I neglect currently and need to work on doing a few of
these daily. My favourite
is get physical and learn
to say no. I definitely
know others that need
to practice these things
Also. Mental strength is
the most important part
of your mind and body
that you should always
be looking to strengthen.
I wonder what you will
work on to develop this?

Let’s get Googley

How much do you understand and know your digital footprint?
Google for education has these great #applieddigitalskills lessons
that explain and explore digital
footprints for your students
and the classroom. So simple to
use and detailed for students
of all levels to understand! Such
an important thing to learn
about for students, teachers and leaders!
Did you know you can add audio to
Google slides presentations? Such a
great tip and tool to use to add
that extra amazingness to your
slides!

